ABSTRACT. Let re, A be cardinals, re > Nt and regular, and 2 < A < re. If re > Ni and A < re, and if there is a re-Suslin (re-Aronszajn, re-Kurepa) tree, then there are 2K normal A-ary rigid nonisomorphic re-Suslin (re-Aronszajn, /c-Kurepa) trees. If there is a Susiin (Aronszajn, Kurepa) tree, then there is a normal rigid Suslin (Aronszajn, Kurepa) tree. If there is a re-Canadian tree, then there are 2" normal A-ary rigid nonisomorphic re-Canadian trees.
Introduction.
The number of automorphisms of a given tree and the number of nonisomorphic trees of the same type have been investigated in several papers.
It is known that
(1) it is consistent with ZFC that (a) there is a rigid Suslin tree; (b) there is a Suslin tree with 2N° automorphism; (c) there is a Suslin tree with 2Nl automorphisms;
(2) the same as above for Kurepa trees; (3) it is true in ZFC that (a) there are 2Nl nonisomorphic totally rigid Aronszajn trees; (b) there is an Aronszajn tree with 2H° automorphisms; (c) there is an Aronszajn tree with 2Nl automorphisms.
These results can be found in [GS, J2, J3, J4, D and T] . We shall prove that for re-trees for k regular and k > Ki the situation is uniform, i.e. we shall prove that if there is a normal /c-tree then there are 2K nonisomorphic rigid normal trees of the "same type". For trees of height n with levels of size < k it will work even when /c > Ni. For details see [F] , Notation and definitions. We shall use standard set-theoretical notation as possible. For all basic definitions about trees, see [Ji and J2] . If (T,<) is a tree, x ET, then o(x) is the order type of x. Ta denotes the oth level of T, i.e. the set of all nodes of T of the order type a. h(T) denotes the height of T. A tree (T, <) is normal iff (1) every igT has at least two immediate successors;
(2) if a £ h(T) is limit and x ^ y £ Ta, then there are ß < a and zx / zy G Tß so that zx < x and zy < y; (3) every x G T has a successor on every higher level of T. F is a X-ary tree (A a cardinal), if every x G T has exactly A immediate successors. Note. If (T, <) is a normal tree, then there is a unique (up to isomorphism) complete Boolean algebra B with the canonical ordering <' so that T C B and <' \T = < x and T is a dense subset of B. If h(T) is a limit ordinal, then B is atomless. If T is i^-ary, then every element of B -{Ob} can be partitioned into v mutually disjoint elements of B -{Ob}-Let B be a complete Boolean algebra with the canonical ordering <'. Let (T, <) be a normal i^-ary tree dense in B. B (v, T) is the set of all elements of B that are a union of an antichain of T of size v. If x G B -{Ob}, then B\x -{y G B:y < x} = {x Ay.y G B} (note that B\x with the restricted operations is again a complete Boolean algebra and Ob\x = Ob and lß\x = x). B(u,T)\x -B(v,T)C\B\x. A tree (R,<r) is built in B(u,T)\x if R C B(u,T)\x , <' \R = <~^ and J2Ro = * for every a < h(R).
T is a k-Canadian tree if T has height n, all levels of size < k, and at least k+ cofinal branches (i.e. branches of the length h(T)). A Canadian tree is an NiCanadian tree. A Canadian tree is nice if there is a cofinal branch passing through every node. THEOREM 4. Let k, A, v be cardinals, k > Ni and regular, 2 < A < k and v -max{A,Ni}. Let (I) k > Ni and T be a normal v-ary K-tree, or (II) T be a normal nice v-ary K-Canadian tree. Let T be dense in a complete Boolean algebra B with the canonical ordering <. Then there is a sequence (Re:6 G 2K) so that
(1) Re with <_1 is a rigid normal X-ary tree of height k with as many cofinal branches as T; in case (I), Re is a K-tree, in case (II), Re is a K-Canadian tree;
(2) Re is dense in B; (3) if 9i ^ 92 G 2K, then R?1 and R°2 are not isomorphic.
PROOF. Let KUK2,K3 and h be as in Lemma 1. Let P(K2) = {Xe:6 G 2K}.
Fix 0 G 2K. We shall describe the construction of R0. For simplicity we shall omit the superscript 9. Let X = Xq.
By transfinite recursion we shall construct two sequences (Ra:a < k) and (fa-a G n) so that, for any a < k, (i) Ra is a partition of Iß of size < k (in case (I)) or < k (in case (II)); (ii) RQ C B(is,T); (iii) Ra+u C T whenever a G K$; (iv) R\a + 1 = \J{Rp: ß < a} with <_1 is a normal A-ary tree of height (a + 1); (v) fa is an enumeration of Ra with rng(/Q) C k. The construction will be described in three steps.
(A) Ro = {1B} and f0 = {(1B,0)}, i.e. /0(ls) = 0.
(B) Suppose that we have already constructed (Ra:a < ß) and (/Q:a < ß) for ß < k limit or ß = 0. We shall describe the construction of Rß+i, ■ ■ ■, Rß+u and //3+i,..., fß+w First we shall color the elements of Rß.
(Bl) Case when ß G K\. Then ß = h{^,p,è) for some 7,p,6 G k and 7 < ß.
If p, S G rng(/7) and if there exists a nontrivial automorphism of R\ß + 1 mapping f¿¿~1{p) onto f~1(6), then every x G Rß so that x < f¿\~l{p) is colored "black"; the rest are colored "white". Otherwise, all elements of Rß are colored "white".
(B2) Case when ß G K2. If ß G X (the fixed subset of K2 ), then all elements of Rß are colored "white" ; otherwise all elements of Rß are colored "black". (B3) Case when ß G A3 or ß = 0. Then all elements of Rß are colored "white". Now, after the coloring, we can construct Rß+i,. ■., Rß+u and fß+i, ■ ■ ■, fß+w U x G Rß was colored "white", let (RXtCt:a < to) be the tree Tw built in B(u, T)\x, otherwise (if x is colored "black") let it be the tree Tb built in B(u,T)\x (Tw,Tb from Lemma 3). For all a < w define Rß+a -\J{Rx,a'x € Rß} and define fß+a as an enumeration of Rß+a with rng(/g+a) C n. It is left to the reader to check that (i)-(v) hold. When proving that (iii) holds, realize that, for any x G Rß, i2X)ÜJ C T (by Lemma 3) and so Rß+u C T.
(C) Suppose that we have already constructed (Ra:a < ß) and (fa:a < ß) for ß < k limit. First note that there is no 7 so that ß -7 + ui. If so, there is 7 limit or 7 = 0 so that ß -7 + uj. Hence, after R1 was constructed, the levels R-i+i,..., R-^+u, were constructed according to (B), and thus Rß is already constructed, too. Let a < ß. Then (a + n ■ oj) < ß for any n < oj and a + oj is limit; hence a + w G Ki U K2 U #3. If a + w e if 1 U K2, then a + w + oj G K3 and so Ro+u+uj+uj C T. Define ~fa=a + oj + oj + oj. lî a + oj G K3, then iüQ+ü)+w C T and thus define 7" = a + w + oj. So in any case, for every a < ß there is 7Q so that a < -ya < ß and it!-^ C T . Let (AQ : a < p) be a strictly increasing sequence so that {AQ: a < p} C {7«: a < ß} and |J{AQ: a < p} = UÍTc*: a < ß} = ß. Thus for each a < p, R\a C T.
LetxG\J{Rxa:a<p}.
In case (I), for every a < p define p(a) = sup{p G n:R\a D Tß ^ 0}. Since \R\a | < k and k is regular, then p(a) < k. Now let p < k be so that p > UÍMÍ0)10 < i9}-Hence for any a < p, R\a !~)Tß -0. By normality of T, there is y G Tß so that y < x and for every a < p there is a unique xa G R\a so that y < xa. {xa: a < p} determines a cofinal branch bx of R\ß so that x G bx and In case (II), there is a cofinal branch d in T so that x G d. Since d intersects every i2A^, 7 < p, it determines a unique cofinal branch bx in R\ß so that 2: < H 6â nd ¡I bx G T.
Define Rß -{Y\bx:x G \J{R\a:a < p}}. Then Rß is an antichain, in case (I) \Rß\ < k. as I \J{R\a:cí < p}\ < k, and in case (II), \Rß\ < k as | \J{R\a-a < p}\ < k, and ^2Rß -Iß, and Rß C T; hence Rß c B(u,T). Let fß be an enumeration of Rß with mg(fß) C k.
It is left to the reader to check that (i)-(v) hold.
Define R = \J{Ra: a < k} and / -\J{fa'.0( < k}. This completes the construction.
Claim 1. In case (I), R is a rigid normal A-ary K-tree with as many cofinal branches as T. In case (II), R is a rigid normal A-ary /c-Canadian tree with as many cofinal branches as T.
From (iv) follows that R is a normal A-ary of height k. From (i) follows that R is a K-tree (in case (I)), or a tree with levels of size < k (in case (II)).
Let us prove that R is rigid. Suppose not. Then there are 7 < k and a nontrivial automorphism f such that for some x ^ y G R-^, %(x) = y. Let p = f(x) and 6 = f(y). Let ß = /i(7, p, 6). Then ß G Ki and 7 < ß. There are zx ^ zy G Rß so that %(zx) = Zy, zx < x and zy < y. Now recall how Rß+i, ■ ■ ■, Rß+u were constructed (case (Bl)). Every z G Rß so that z < x was colored "black" and the rest were colored "white", for 1(i2|/3 + 1) is a nontrivial automorphism of R\ß + 1 so that it mapsx = /_1(7) onto y = f~l{p) and ß = h(^,p,8). Rß+a = \J{Rz,a'-z € Rß} for all a < oj. Then (RZx,a: a < u>) is an isomorphic copy of Tw built in B{v, T)\zx and (Rzy,a'-ct < lj) is an isomorphic copy of Tb built in B{v,T)\zy. Since ^(zx) = %{zy), %\[J{Rzx,a'-ct < oj} is an isomorphism from (RZx^a:a < oj) onto (RZytCt:a < oj), a contradiction as Tw and Tb are not isomorphic. Let us conclude the proof of Claim 1 by showing that R has as many cofinal branches as T. Let b = (6(a): a < k) be a cofinal branch of R. If a 6 K3, then Ra+ui C T by (iii). Hence (6(a + oj): a G K3) is a linearly ordered cofinal subset of T and determines a unique cofinal branch of T. Thus T has at least as many cofinal branches as R.
Let 6 be a cofinal branch of T. Then for any a G K3, Ra+^ C T and J2 Ra+uo = Iß. So Ra+^ is a maximal antichain in T of size < k. Hence |6ni?Q+u,| = 1. Then {y G T: (3a G K3)({y} = bi)Ra+w)} is a cofinal linearly ordered subset of R, hence it determines a unique cofinal branch in R. Thus R has at least as many cofinal branches as T.
Since in case (II), T was a K-Canadian tree, R is a K-Canadian tree as well.
Claim 1 is proven. Claim 2. R is dense in B. Let y G B -{Ob}-Then there is an x G T so that £ < y for T is dense in B. If a G K3, then Ra+u is a maximal antichain in T, and so there is za G Rß+u comparable with x. Since ai ^ a2 G K3 =>• zai ^ za2, there is a G K3 so that za < x. Hence R is dense in T. Claim 2 is proven. Now consider the whole sequence (Re: 0 G 2K). PROOF. (SKETCH) Let v = max{A, Ni}. If there is a tree f of certain type, then there is a normal i/-ary tree T of the same type. In case T was K-Canadian, there is a nice T. Let T be dense in a complete Boolean algebra B. If T is k-Suslin, then B satisfies the k-cc. (i.e. every chain or antichain in B has size < k) and so every K-tree built in B must be K-Suslin. Let (Re:0 G 2K) be the sequence from Theorem 4. Since the type of the tree we are dealing with is determined either by the number of cofinal branches or by the size of antichains and chains, each R is tree of the same type as T. D REMARK. Unfortunately, the method of Theorem 4 cannot be used for k = Ni and trees with countable levels, for Tw and T* are isomorphic if they have all levels countable. Nevertheless, the technique of complete Boolean algebras generated by normal trees could be used to obtain some (although not too interesting) rigid Ni-trees.
By induction construct a normal trees Rw of height (oj + 1) with all levels of countable size and so that every level is enumerated and if x is the nth element of the mth level, then x has exactly n immediate successors at the (m + l)th level. Such a tree is rigid. If T is a normal No-ary Ni-tree dense in a complete Boolean algebra B and x G B -{Ob}, then there is a rigid normal tree Tw of height (oj + 1) with all levels of countable size built in B(Hi,T) and so that TJf C T (it is an isomorphic copy of Rw). If a tree R is constructed in the same way as R6 was constructed in Theorem 4 with the exception that all elements are always colored white, then it will prove the following theorem: THEOREM 6. Let T be a normal No-an/ Ni-iree dense in a complete Boolean algebra B. Then there is a normal rigid Ni-iree R dense in B and with as many cofinal branches as T.
COROLLARY 7. Let there be a Suslin (Aronszajn, Kurepa) tree. Then there is a normal rigid Suslin (Aronszajn, Kurepa) tree.
